COJONES
Resonate
Cojones live up to their name. A quartet of massive
energy, pumped up volume and loud guitar explosion.
Coming from Zagreb, Croatia, they've been bending
regional and European rock’n'roll roads for a decade
now.
They formed in 2006 by down tuning their guitars and
playing stoner rock. With a split CD, two full-lengths
(Sunrise & Bend to Transcend) and a 'live' album
(Black Night - Live in Jena) under their belt, including a
big amount of live shows and tours, the time was right for
Resonate to come life. PDV in collaboration with
Cojones and an Austrian label Panta R&E released
Resonate (CD / LP / digital) as the band’s 3rd full-length
album. The preparation of this rock’n'roll monster was
carefully crafted and meticulously completed in every
detail. With 8 songs and with little rest in between them,
this is a perpetual ride you'll definitely want to buy a ticket
for. Great rhythm section, dual guitar work, impressive
vocal delivery, overall rich production and catchy songs
are the qualities that will make you go back and
Resonate with this album multiple times.
If you dig the attitude of Monster Magnet, melody
inflicted choruses reminiscing Soundgarden, including
contemporaries Witchcraft, psych meets prog aesthetics
of Motorpsycho, Colour Haze and Hypnos 69,
combined with a strong dose of The Melvins and Kyuss
low-end attack, than these are the only Cojones you'll
ever need.
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